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MARCH / APRIL 2019news
Go steal a March and 

get one over on the 
competition with our 

fabulous portfolio including 
FOUR stunning new brands. 
Don’t forget Natural Products 
Show (NPE) is coming on April 
7-8 so be sure to 
drop by and say 
hello! We’re on 
stand P41

Denise Barrett
Editor

It’s hard to miss New Nordic’s vibrant 
packs. Dressed in a rainbow of colour-
coded boxes, they’re designed to attract 

consumers like butterflies to a flower. By 
design, New Nordic products will grace 
your shelves and stop your customers in 
their tracks. But they’re not just a pretty 
face: They are formulated to the highest 
specification of quality, integrity and 
efficacy, assured by the brand’s signature 
silver-tree emblem.

New Nordic has been established 
for over 28 years.  Truly innovative, the 
company is passionate about developing 
herbal solutions to common health and 
beauty concerns. They look for solutions 
that are effective and that work in harmony 
with the body and the environment. Their 
manifesto is:  “We develop meaningful 
products that can improve your health 
and bring you vitality and happiness year 
after year.   We strive to develop food 
supplements that can contribute to a long, 
healthy and active life. We are committed 
to uncompromising quality in every product 
we sell.“ 

NATURALLY SCANDI
New Nordic products are manufactured 
wholly in Scandinavia to an uncompromising 
quality. “In Scandinavia” the company says, 
“we live close to nature in a harsh climate 

that requires a no-nonsense approach to 
life. We believe in a caring, yet pragmatic 
way of looking at things. This influences our 
daily work and cooperation with everybody 
we meet along the way. 

“We have a genuine and authentic 
fascination for nature and its healing 
and vitality-giving powers. Our curiosity 
about the secrets nature holds drives our 
research and scientific efforts to improve 
our products. Our culture and upbringing 
has taught us to treat everybody we meet 
with the highest standards of integrity. This 
standard is at the heart of our business 
practices at New Nordic”

Helpfully, New Nordic variants come 
delivered in a broad spectrum of condition-
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